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Abstract: Completeness, quality and real world data preparation is a key pre-requirement for efficient data mining. Database or Table with 
missing values complicates analysis and data mining. To overcome this situation, certain statistical techniques are required to be employed 
during the data preparation. With the help of statistical methods and techniques, we can recover incompleteness of missing data and reduce 
ambiguities. In this paper, we introduce a method by which odd size missing block values are recovered. Whole study comprises numerical 
variables of time series data and semi time series data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Missing block values in database is solitary of the biggest 
problems faced in data analysis and in data mining 
applications. The effects of these missing block values are 
highly reflected on the final results. Our prime goal is to 
achieve the final result in the consolidated form on which we 
are taking decisions. There are various forms of missing 
values in the data base, among those, missing block values 
case is one of the harder cases to recover, despite the single 
missing value. In this study, an algorithm is introduced and 
discussed which provides an approach to find out pattern to 
recover odd size missing block values from a real world 
imbalanced database. Therefore, the objective of this study is 
to find out contiguous agile methods to recover values for 
odd size missing block and to fill them for further 
applications. 

 

II.  CONTIGUOUS AGILE APPROACH TO ODD 
SIZE  BLOCK (FIVE VALUES) 

In the proposed method, we first find out the range of block 
of missing values in the attribute. Here proposed maximum 
range is approx 20% of the used dataset. Therefore, 
maximum five consecutive values may be taken as odd block 
of missing values.  
 
Now find the intermediately values of preceding subscript ( 

 and succeeding subscript value ( . This average 
value is temporarily hold in the variable ( . 

) 
) 

 
Where ≠  ,  and  ≠ NULL 

Value ( ) = (  + ) /2 
 

Now find out value of preceding temporarily variable 
between the variable (  ) and value of preceding subscript 
( ). The average value is temporarily held in the 
intermediately variable ( ).  

 
) 
) 

 
Where ≠  ,  and  ≠ NULL 

Value ( ) = (  + ) /2 
 
At the next stage, find out the value of succeeding 
temporarily variable ( ) and values of succeeding 
subscript ( ). The average value is temporarily held in the 
intermediately variable ( ). 
 

) 
) 

 
Where ≠  ,  and  ≠ NULL 

Value ( ) = (  + ) /2 
 
Now, with the help of value of preceding subscript ( ) and 
value of temporary preceding variable ( ) , we can find 

out the value for first missing subscript ( ). For that, we 
have to take the average of value of subscript ( ) and 
value of temporary preceding variable ( ) and replace 

final value in the subscript (  ).  
 
Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2 
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Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2 

 
Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2 
 
Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2 
 
Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2 
 

 
Fig: Block Diagram of contiguous agile approach to     
       recover odd size missing block 

 
 

III. ALGORITHM 

Read  X = { ____, }  // Attribute with 
observed and missing values  
 
where  X =  +   
   

 = {  , ___, }   // 
Attribute values observed  

 = { , _____, }  // Attribute values 
missing  
For i =1 to n do 
If (Value ( ) == NULL && Value ( )) == NULL&& 
Value ( ) == NULL && Value ( ) == NULL && 
Value ( ) then   // Finding the central value( ) 
 

 = value( )   // Value of preceding of missing 

block  

 = Value( )  // Value of succeeding of missing 
block 
 
// Finding the value between five missing value cases as a 
central value  
 
value ( ) = (  + ) / 2   

 
// Finding value of preceding intermediate (  ) using the 

intermediate variable value. 
 

 = Value( )   // Value of preceding of  block  

 = Value( )  // Value of central intermediate 
variable 
 
// Value between ( ) and preceding  
 
value ( ) = (  + ) /2  
 
// Finding value of succeeding intermediate ( ) using the 
intermediate variable value 
 

 = Value( )   // Value of central intermediate 

variable  
 = Value( )  // Value of succeeding of block 

 
Value ( ) = (  + ) /2  

 
// Intermediate value between ( ) and preceding 
 
// Finding value of ( , first missing value subscript 
 
Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2  

  // Replacing the value ( )  
 
// Finding value of ( , second missing value subscript 
 
Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2  

 // Replacing the value ( )  
 
 
// Finding value of ( , third missing value subscript 
 
Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2  
  // Replacing the value ( )  
 
 
// Finding value of ( , fourth missing value subscript 
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Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2  
 // Replacing the value ( )  
 
// Finding value of ( , Fifth missing value subscript 
 
Value ( ) = [Value ( ) + Value ( )] /2  
 // Replacing the value ( )  
 
Endif 
 i = i + 1 
 repeat until ( i >=n) 
 Stop 

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS  

Table-A given in appendix shows the Beverage Consumption 
in the United States, 1980-2005. The mean of Beverage 
consumption in the United States due to Tea, Milk, and 
coffee are 1961, 6322 and 6474 respectively.   
It is observed that mean values of incomplete data sets of 
Table-B are deviated from original mean values both the 
variables of Table-A. 
The proposed contiguous agile method is applied on the data 
sets of Table-B to fill up the missing values. These 
contiguous middling values are shown in Table-C for all the 
variables which are highlighted. It is observed that 
contiguous middling values of Tea, Milk and Coffee are 
1975, 6326 and 6456 respectively. It is considerable that the 
middling values obtained after replacing the missing values 
by the proposed contiguous agile values in Table-C are 99%  
close to the actual mean value as given in Table-A. It is 
observed that recovered mean values are varying close to 
means of standard dataset. Same may true for Standard 
deviation and Coefficient of Variance 

V. CONCLUSION 

It is universally known that there is not 100 % efficient 
technique of managing missing block attribute values. The 
proposed contiguous agile approach for missing block values 
is useful for numerical attribute, having minor deviation from 
the mean. The method is appropriate for the consolidated 
report, also more appropriate and suitable to small size block 
missing values. 
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TABLE 1:  Bevarage Consumption in USA 1980-2005 
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